field of hardware technology which means, that users plug new hardware components in their computers and the system reconfigures itself. This kind of technology might be adapted to the plant automation and therefore it could bring a big advantage to enterprises in the sense of providing more ilexible plant structures. This paper provides an overview of the Jini plug and participate technology and compares the Jini requirements to the industrial (Java) platforms available today. Due to the fact, that industrial Java platforms often limited device platforms a Jini-like plug and participate technology called Pini will be described. Specifically, this technology was originally developed for use on limited devices and their Java platforms.
I. MOTNATION
In the field of industrial automation, especially in the field of single piece production, a more and more increasing degree of flexibility becomes necessary. Consequently, by the satisfaction of this necessity the plants become more adaptable to several market situations. An important technology to achieve such plant structures is the spontaneous networking or "plug and participate" technology. This kind of technology enables production machines and production units to freely plug into a plant community and then to participate in the whole production process. The term "plug into a plant community" refers to the fact, that machines or production units offer their capabilities and features as services to the production community and as a consequence, they might be used by clients, sometimes without any preconfiguration of the clients. A service in this context means a software object which represents a hardware unit (e.g., production machine, production unit, PC, workstation, etc.) or a software service like computational service, etc. Furthermore, plug and participate technologies enable clients to use the services appropriately. This feature relates to the term "participate in the whole production process". Without preconfiguration means, a client does not need to have any knowledge about the service it wants to use. Additionally, the clients do not need any knowledge about the network/ plant structure. However, there is one exception, the client has to know the interface of the service.
The first two mentioned technologies, Jini and M I , are fully Java based and therefore they provide another important feature in the field of industrial automation: platform independency. This is important, because the automation field contains a widespread area of devices with different platforms and hardware prerequisites. Therefore, the term "platfom independency" refers to the principle "write once, run anywhere" and increases in this way the efficiency of the service software. Specifically, the Jini technology, which was originally developed by Sun Microsystems, will be the starting point of this paper. However, a comparison between the Jini requirements and the industrial prerequisites will lead us to a similar plug and participate technology, which was originally designed for use on limited devices. This technology is called Pini and the similarities and differences, and therefore the advantages of Pini will be explained in this article. However, before the Pini technology will be described, the different industrial Java platforms and their prerequisites will be explained. As an outlook for this paper, these platforms are often so-called limited devices. This kind of devices often have limited computational power, limited storage and memory power, small displays, etc.
A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE JINI
Jini is a collection of Java classes and interfaces, that are used to create ad-hoc networks of services, because the classes provide appropriate features for spontaneous networking capabilities. In the following section the main Jini features will be described and a brief overview of the architecture will be given. Additionally, the relationships between the Jini architecture and industrial automation devices will be shown. The Jini architecture is based upon the following three main features: services clients (=service users) lookup service, which is a special Jini service and works as a central registration instance.
In order to describe the Jini features and the architecture, the lookup service will be the starting point. As mentioned before, the lookup service works as a central registration instance for services. This means, services have to register with the lookup service to be visible, available and usable in the Jini community. The registration process is defined in the Jini join protocol specification: To join a Jini community, the services have to know at least one lookup service and to hold the lookup service proxy of that lookup service. In general, a service proxy works in behalf of its service, which means, that the proxy provides the service features to the appropriate client. The proxy can either provide the whole service to the client without any communication to the remote service or it can act as an instance between the client and the remote service. As it can be seen in figure 1 
III. PLUG AND PARTICIPATE TECHNOLOGIES IN
TBE FLELD OF INDUSTRIAL PLANT AUTOMATION As described in the section before, with the help of the Jini technology real ad-hoc networks of services can be established. Furthermore, these kinds of capabilities can help to satisfl the flexibility needs of plants and to provide adaptable plant structures. These plant structures cover the whole plant automation pyramid, which is shown in figure 2 (see also [8] However, this paper will only have a look at the lowest level of the pyramid shon in figure 2!, the control device level and shop floor level. The principles described in the following can be easily adapted to the higher levels of the pyramid. As explained in the section before, the main Jini features are services, service users, and the lookup service. In the field of plant automation, services' represent either production machines, industrial controllers, sensors, PCs (Personal Computer) or workstations. (PCs and workstations can povide databases, computationall services, routing services, internet connections, etc.) In some situations related to turbulent markets, more or fewer machines are needed in the production process, or new machines have to be installed and integrated into the production process, or it is necessary to install new software programs at the controllers, etc. All these cases have one thing in common: the appiropriate entities have to be excluded or included into the community or production process spontaneously and automatically. The Jini plug and participate technology might be helpful in this process in the sense of reducing startup time and costs, configuration time and costs, etc. Furthermore, it might sometiimes be useful for machines to know their direct neighbourhood. This means, the machines should have the capability to use services provided by other machines. Therefore, it seem to be helpful, if they act as clients as well as services. As a consequence ot this, real distributed systems can be established. Additionally, with the help (of the Jini leasing technology the status of the network canl be monitored indirectly without additional effort. If machdnes crash or are disconnected from the network, they cannot renew their leases. As a consequence of this, the leases expire and appropriate events can be generated. Furthermore, the remote event feature of Jini can be used to signal several production states like ready, waiting, working, etc.
IV. AUTOMATION DEVICES' PLATFORMS VS.
As explained in the sections before, the use of plug and participate technologies brings a big advantage to the plants in
JINI REQUIREMENTS
the sense of providing highly flexible and adaptable plant structures. However, to apply the Jini technology in industrial automation, several requirements like network accessibility, apprpriate Java platforms, etc., have to be fulfilled. Specifically, these requirements and the current existing industrial prerequisites have to be compared. Within the scope of this section are only those industrial control devices, that have their own "intelligence". The term "own intelligence" relates to capabilities like storage power, computational power, etc. of the respective devices. These devices have to provide the platform for the plug and participate technologies like Jini. First we must have a look at the operating systems available today, which normally provide the platform for the Java Virtual Machine. These industrial operating systems are for example VxWorks, pSOS, Windows CE, etc. Furthermore, there exist some further (special) devices like the aJile and the Siemens Sicomp controller, which are able to run Java bytecode instructions directly. The following figure shows the structure of the devices and the Java platforms. On top of these platforms, the plug and participate technology resides. For these devices and operating system platforms different Java Virtual Machines (JVM) are available, which provide different capabilities and features. The following list gives an overview of the currently available Java platforms for the aforementioned operating systems.
DSOS
For the pSOS operating system, which is offered by WindRiver [ 
Windows CE
The JEODE Virtual Machine is also supported by this operating system, which is provided by Microsoft [ 111.
-aJile
The aJile controller is a Java-enabled processor provided by aJile which executes Java byte code directly. The Virtual Machine implemented by this processor is based upon the KVM/CLDC @lo Virtual Machine/Connected Limited Device Configuration) and supports some classes of the JDK 1.1.8. This means, the aJile processor supports a class subset of the Java 2 Microedition. In addition, it provides some real-time capabilities, but only in a proprietary manner and is therefore not compatible to the Real Time Specification for Java. [6] [7]
Siemens SicomD
This controller is also a Java-enabled processor which directly executes Jave byte code. The implemented Virtual Machine supports a subset of the JDK 1.1.7 classes and provides some real-time capabilites in a proprietary manner without compatiblity to the Real Time Specification. [6] [ 101 All these platforms have in common that they only support Java 1, or to be more precise, the JDK 1.1 .x. However, there are two exceptions. One is related to the VxWorks platform, which provides also a Java 2 compliant Virtual Machine (the Java 2 Microedition with the C W C D C ) , the other is the aJile controller, which provides a Java 2 compliant class subset of the Java 2 Microedition.
For a better understanding of the different Java 2 platforms, figure 4 shows the schematical distribution of the class libraries. As it can be seen, the Java 2 Microedition platform supports some classes not belonging to the Java 2 Standart Edition platform. In contrast to the aforementioned industrial prerequisites, the Jini technology requires a full Java 2 Standard Edition platform. Specifically, the reference implementation provided by Sun Microsystems is based upon the Java 2 Standard Edition platform (see figure 4) . The Jini specification only states, that an appropriate Java Virtual MachinelJava environment is needed. Additionally, the host has to be on the network and has to be accessible via the network (see [2] ). However, in order to use the Jini technology on platforms, that are not fully Java 2 compliant, the Jini architecture has to be re-implemented. This effort is timeconsuming and expensive. Furthermore, due to the fact, that the industrial platforms described above are often only limforms ited device platforms and hence, they only support subsets of the Java class libraries and of the appropriate JDKs. The following table gives an overview of important features and their support by different Java 2 platforms (see also figure   4 ). [2] ). However, there might be more than one class related to one Jini service proxy. This means, that within the proxy class other Java classes might be referenced. As a consequence, these classes must be loaded dynamically. Furthermore, these additional classes can refer to further classes, which refer again to classes and so on, which must be loaded. This leads to a snowball effect and causes memory overflow. Moreover, if the memory of limited device are unable to fulfill the memory requirements of the service proxy, the service becomes unusable for the device. To be more precise, the service cannot be used by the device, because the necessary classes cannot be held in the memory. Unfortunately, this may cause failures in the production process, e.g. machine crashes, production jams, etc. Due to the fact, that all related classes must be downloaded when they are needed, it is impossible to determine the maximum memory consumption of the service. However, the knowledge of the maximum memory consumption is absolutely necessary to use an "unkown" service on limited device.
V. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE PINI
As described in introduction, the plug and participate technology brings a big advantage to the field of industrial automation to provide higly flexible and adaptable plants. The Jini technology is a good sollution to provide such a kind of needed flexibility, but unfcirtunately, the current existing industrial Java platforms are not able to fulfill the Jini technology requirements. In ordler to provide a (Jini-like) plug and participate technology, which is applicable to the currently existing industrial Java platforms, especially for limited device Java platforms like the K W C L D C , the socalled Pini technology was developed.
Pini is a Jini-like plug and participate technology. Moreover, Pini consists of Java classes and interfaces to provide capabilities for ad-hoc networking. However, in contrast to the Jini technology, which requires a full Java 2 Standard Edition platform, the Pini telchnology was developed for use on limited devices, e.g., industrial automation devices, PDAs, handhelds, cell phones, etc. It is important to note, that Jini and Pini are very similar, because Pini provides mostly the same features ais Jini: discovery, join, lookup, leasing, remote events, attrilbutes, lookup service.
TECHNOLOGY

A. Discovery
In order to participate in a I'ini community, entities have to perform the discovery prcltocol to discover at least one lookup service. The result of a sucessfil discovery process is a lookup service proxy object. In contrast to the Jini technology, which uses multicast and unicast for discovery communication, Pini uses broadcast instead of multicast. The reason for this modification is the limited functionality of limited devices which often do not support multicast communication.
B. Join and Lookup
To perForm the join protocol, services have to invoke the method register ( . . . of the lookup service proxy in the same manner as in Jini. With method invocations of this kind, services will be registered with appropriate lookup services. But in contrast tcl Jini, which sends a full service proxy object of the service to be registered to the lookup service, in Pini a ServiceDescription object is generated within the lookup senrice proxy and this object sent to the lookup service. This is due to the fact, that firstly often no serialization capabilities exist on limited devices and secondly there is only a limited amount of memory avail-able on limited devices. The size of ServiceDescription objects in Pini can be approximatively determined, but a lookup service does not have any knowledge about the size of arbitrary Jini proxy objects.
To retrieve information about the services available in the communitiy, the lookup protocol is used. Clients call the appropriate lookup ( . . . ) -method of the lookup service proxy and expect service proxy objects as results. A client passes appropriate search patterns to the method call, the lookup service searches its service database and sends matching services back to the requesting client. Strictly speaking, the lookup service returns ServiceDescription objects of the matching services. However, due to the fact, that often no remote class loading is supported by limited devices, or to be more accurate, this has to be avoided because of the out-of-memory-problem caused by the snowball effect (see figure 5) . Therefore, Pini uses no proxy objects to provide the service capabilities, but so-called proxy stub objects. A more detailed overview of the used stub-skeleton-model gives figure 6. These proxy stubs are generated by a special compiler, which expects the interface as input. It is important to note, that the generation of these stubs must happen before the client is started. Therefore the proxy stub class has to be locally available, it is not loaded from remote. As a consequence of the use of such proxy stubs all service use activities are remote method calls. After a successfil lookup process, these proxy stub classes are initialized by the lookup service proxy and then these objects are returned to the requesting clients.
As difference between Jini and Pini can be noted, that Jini uses Java RMI for all kinds of remote method calls. Pini instead uses the self-developed PiniRMI framework.
C. Leasing and Remote Events
As already described, with the help of the leasing technology the Jini selfhealing capability is realized. Pini uses the leasing technology for the same purpose. The same applies for the remote event feature, However, the differences between Jini leasinghemote events and the Pini pendants are in the implementation. Jini uses the Java M I technology for remote method calls to renew leases or to deliver remote events. By contrast, Pini uses PiniRMI instead of RMI to avoid resource waste.
D. PiniRMI
As mentioned before, Pini uses its own technology to perform remote method calls instead of Java RMI: P i n i M .
This is due to the fact, that Java RMI is extremely resource intensive, but the required amount of resources might not available on limited devices. In constrast to Jini, the Pini technology does not waste resources due to the use of PiniRMI.
The basis of PiniRMl is the remote procedure call technology (RPC). Furthermore, in order to follow the object-oriented programming model, the RPC protocol is encapsulated in a stubhkeleton model. This means, if a remote method call occurs, the appropriate method of the appropriate stub object will be called. Within this stub method an RPC method call request will be sent and the result of that method call is expected. On the serverlservice side, appropriate skeleton objects wait for incoming method call requests, interprete the requests, invoke the appropriate methods and return the results. The following figure 6 shows the described scheme more in detail. Between client and stub object as well as between skeleton and server object normal method calls occur. In contrast, between stub and skeleton RPC messages will be exchanged. n n To participate in a Pini community the components (clients/ services) have to perform the discovery protocol, the join protocol and the lookup protocol. These protocols have the same meaning as the appropriate Jini protocols. Furthermore, features like leasing, remote events, attributes and administration are also part of the Pini technology. The main advantages of the Pini technology over the Jini technology are the platform requirements and the possibility to determine the exact amount of memory needed at runtime. Therefore, the Pini requirements are fulfilled by the today available industrial platforms and therefore Pini is applicable to limited devices. In contrast to the Jini technology, which requires a Java 2 platform, Pini requires only a JDK 1.1.x platform. Furthermore, Pini does not need the full class library, it only needs a (very limited) subset of these classes. However, this subset of classes must be extended by some abstraction classes to provide platform independency. E.g. the K W C L D C provides a so-called Connection Framework for input and output operations. This framework is contained in an extension package javax.microedition. io. This package is not necessarily available on other platforms. Due to this fact, the platform independent abstraction classes provide the appropriate features, which are implemented in a platform dependent manner behind the abstraction classes. In order to allow the exact determination of the services' memory consumption, dynamic remote class loading must be avoided. This means, all classes needed for using a service must be availableknown before the service will be used. Therefore, it is important to note, that the client must know the (Java) interface of the service, so that it is able to use the appropriate service. Moreover, this principle is also used in Jini, which means, that the interface of a service has already to be known. As described before, in the Pini technology the interface is the input for a special compiler, which generates a class similar to a stub class, which simulates the service, which will be used by a client. This proxy stub class is available before the service will be found by the lookup process. Moreover, the lookup process returns the necessary information to initialize the proxy stub class in order to communicate to the service and therefore to use the service. Here we have seen the major difference between Jini and Pini. In Jini a proxy and its related classes will be downloaded, whereas in Pini only information related to the service is provided to initialize the stub class. Due to the fact, that the proxy stub class is known before the service will be executed and furthermore remote class loading is avoided, the memory consumption of a service can be exactly determined in advance. However, the capabilities of the proxy stub class are reduced to the methods of the interface, but we can ensure, that the client is able to use the appropriate service. For this reason, the consequences of the out-of-memory-problem as described in the section "Automation Devices' Platforms vs. Jini Requirements" can be avoided. Specifically, the mentioned failures in the production process do not occur.
VII. CONCLUSION
As described in this contribution, the Jini technology and the Pini technology are very similar. Pini is based upon the same architecture as Jini and uses mostly the same interfaces. Additionally, Pini provides mostly the same features as Jini, e.g., discovery, join, lookup, leasing, remote events and administration. However, in contrast to the Jini technology, Pini is applicable to limited devices, because remote class loading is avoided and therefore the exact memory consumption of a service, which will be used by the appropriate limited device, can be determined. This important feature makes it possible to use Pini on limited devices, e.g., limited devices in the field of industrial automation. As shown in this contribution, plug and participate technologies like Jini and Pini bring a big advantage to plants in order to provide highly flexible and adaptable plant structures. With the help of such modem plant structures, enterprises are able to react appropriately and immediately to the nowadays turbulent market situations.
